Carhartt Men's CMF6366 6 Inch Composite Toe Boot Review-2021

100% Leather
Rubber sole
Shaft measures approximately Ankle from arch
Heel measures approximately 1.5"
Boot opening measures approximately 11" around
Rugged Flex - Carhartt's unique Rugged Flex technology moves and stretches with you throughout
the day so that whatever you're doing, it's easier to do because you need gear that helps you move
not gear that holds you back
Rubber Sole - shock absorbing traction In any environment. Perfect for indoors or outdoors.
Whether it's a casual stroll through the neighborhood or a cold muddy day on the job site, this
versatile work boot keeps your feet supported and protectedRugged Flex Work Boots. If you can't
quit, YOUR BOOTS CAN'T EITHER.
Whether you need protection for your toes or extreme comfort for your feet, our rugged boots come
in safety-toe and non-safety toe to support your working conditions. Carhartt will continue to
manufacture the most rugged and durable clothing and footwear for generations to come. Carhartt is
proud to serve a variety of workers in many industries including construction and manufacturing
along with farmers, ranchers, and outdoor enthusiasts.
The Carhartt Footwear Difference
Carhartt Footwear brings new life to an old concept; quality work footwear. We build footwear using
the highest standards of design, componentry and construction to insure that the Carhartt product
you are wearing stands up to the job you are doing. Premium materials throughout and attention to
detail in the manufacturing process produce unmatched features and benefits. Proprietary outsoles
and insoles are engineered to work together to provide optimal performance. Upper materials, like
premium leather and synthetic fabrics, deliver long lasting durability. Multilayer shock absorbing and
cushioning layers are used to enhance the fit and comfort of our boots and advanced foot beds work
with your body to improve how the footwear performs. Our work footwear meets applicable industry
safety standards. Since 1889, Carhartt has manufactured premium workwear known for exceptional
durability, comfort and quality that you can feel in the materials and see in the performance.
Carhartt Men's Rugged Flex 6" Brown Composite Toe CMF6366
Carhartt 6" Rugged Flex Composite Toe Work Boot. We created this boot to be your go to everyday
boot. These are designed to keep your feet safe without compromising on flexible comfort and
support. Carhartt developed Rugged Flex work boots for hard working men and women who
demand extreme levels of comfort, durability and safety. FastDry Technology Lining wicks away
sweat for comfort and the Carhartt PU with Foam cushion insole provides comfortable support and
reduces foot fatigue. An EVA midsole with PU strobel pad provide extra layers of cushioned comfort.
The Carhartt rubber Rugged Flex outsole is cement constructed. If you can't quit, YOUR BOOTS
CAN'T EITHER.
Rugged Flex Features
Additional polyurethane layers that sit under the insole maximize the cushion you want for the long
days ahead.
Composite Safety Toe. Identifies protection against impact and compression hazards with a
composite (non-metallic) safety toe. Composite toes meet ASTM F2413-18 standards.
Storm Defender
Electrical Hazard (Safety Toe). Identifies secondary protection against incidental contact with
electrical circuits of 18,000 volts or less under dry conditions. Safety Toe EH styles meet ASTM
F2413-18 EH standards.
Abrasion Resistant
Abrasion resistant heel bumpers provide extra-long wear for where you need it most. We believe
that a work boot is an investment and we know you want your investment to last. The rubber heel
bumper feature is designed to provide extra abrasion resistant durability.

Rugged
Electrical Hazard
Durable
Way Of Life
As a choice brand for those who work and play outdoors, Carhartt is proud to serve a variety of
workers in many industries including construction and manufacturing along with farmers, ranchers
and outdoor enthusiasts. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy,
picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

